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Text Matthew io 1 6 ~  

A French philosopher once said that “No man is so strong unless he bears wthin 
his character anhtheses strongly marked “4 The strong man is the man who can 
hold in a (Iivlng blend) strongly marked opposites Very seldom do men achieve this 
blance of opposites The idealists are not usually realism, and the real- 
ists are not usually idealishc The militant are not usually passive, and the passive are 
not usually militant The humble are very seldom self-assertwe and the self-assertwe 
are rarely humble But llfe at i t s  best i s  a creatlve synthesis It is the bnnpng together 
of opposites into fruitful harmony As the philosopher [ Gewg Walhelm Fnednch] 
Hegel said, “truth is found neither in the thesis nor the anhthesis, but in an emer- 
gent synthesis which reconciles the 

Jesus recognized the need for this blending of opposites He knew that his disci- 
ples were going out to take his message into a difficult and host-.de world He real- 
ized that they would confront the recalcitrance of polihcal officials, and the intran- 
sigence of the protectors of the old order He knew that they would confront cold 
and arrogant men whose hearts had been hardened by the long wnter of tradi- 
tlonalism So He said to them “Behold, I send you forth as sheep in the midst of 
wolves ” Then he goes on to gwe them a formula for action “be ye therefore wse as 
serpents, and harmless as doves ” It is pretty difficult to imag~ne a single person hav- 
ing the charactensncs of the serpent and the dove simultaneously, but this is what 
Jesus expects We must combine the toughness of the serpent wth the softness of 
the dove In other words, Jesus is saylng that indimdual Me at its best requires the 
possession of a tough mind and a tender heart 

Let us consider first the need for a tough mind This is that quality of Me char- 
actenzed by incisive thinlung, realisuc appraisal, and decisive judgment The tough 
mind is sharp and penetratlng It breaks through the crust of legends and myths, 
and sifts the true from the false The tough minded indivldual is astute and dis- 
cerning He has about him a strong, austere quality that makes for firmness of pur- 
pose and solidness of commitment 
No one can doubt that this toughness of mind is one of man’s greatest needs. So 

few people ever achieve it. All too many are content with the soft mind It is a ranty 
indeed to find men wlling to engage in hard, solid thinlung There is an almost uni- 
versal quest for easy answers, and half-baked soluuons Nothing pains some people 
more than the idea of havlng to think 

This prevalent tendency to lean toward soft mindedness is found in man’s unbe- 

3 “Be ye therefore wlse as serpents, and harmless as doves “ 
4 E Smnleyjones, Mahatma Gandhi An  Inlerprdation, p I 7 “A French philosopher once said that ‘no 

man is strong unless he bears wthin his character antheses strongly marked ’ ” Kmg annotated a copy 
ofJones’s book and kept i t  in his personal library 
j Kmg refers to Hegel’s v t e m  of dialectlcal l o g c  
6 Kennedy, ThcLum and fhehmb, p I 69 “It may be a little difficult to imagme the serpent and the 

7 Kennedy, The Lum and thc Lamb, p 162 “Realisuc thinlung always has a bleak, austere quality 
dove as charactensuc of the same person, but this is what Jesus expects of  us ” 

about i t “  
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lievable gullibility Take our athtude toward adverusements We can be so easily lead 
to purchase a product because a telewsion or radio advertisement pronounces it 
better than any other Advertisers have long since learned that most people are soft 
minded, and they capitalize on this suscephbility wth slullful and effechve slogans 

This undue gullibility is also seen in the tendency of all too many readers to 
accept the pnnted word of the press as final truth Very few people realize that 
even our authentic channels of informahon, the press, the platform and the pul- 
pit, in many instances, do not pve us Objective and unbiased truth So President 
[Kwame] NKrumah of Ghana is considered a ruthless dictator because the 
American press has carefully dissimulated this idea. The great statesman and 
scholar, Prime Minister [lawaharlall Nehru of India, is ofren considered a non- 
committed ingrate because some segments of the American press have given the 
impression that his policy of non-alignment is at bottom a (vascilating} commit- 
ment to nothing. Many social revolutions in the world growing out of the legitimate 
aspirations of oppressed people for political independence, economic security 
and human dignity are considered Communist inspired because conservative ele- 
ment of the American press report them as such. Very few people have the tough- 
ness of mind tojudge cnhcally, to discern the true from the false, the fact from the 
fiction Our minds are constantly being invaded by lepons of half-truths, preju- 
dices, and false facts One of the great needs of mankmd is to be lifted above the 
morass of false propaganda 

The soft minded indiwduals are prone to be suscephble to all kmds of supersti- 
muons Their minds are constantly invaded by irrational fears. These phobias range 
from fear of Fnday the thirteenth to fear of a black cat crossing one’s path A few 
months ago I was stopping in one of the large hotels of New York City As the eleva- 
tor made its upward climb the lighted sign wthin designated the number of each 
floor I nobced for the first time that there was no thirteenth floor, the sign revealed 
that floor fourteen followed floor twelve On mpq (inquinng) from the elevator 
dnver the reason for this omission he said “This prachce is followed by most large 
hotels because of the fear of numerous people to stay on a thirteenth floor” And 
then he went on to say, “the foolishness of the fear is the fact that the fourteenth 
floor i s  actually the thirteenth, and yet we could never designate it so, because no 
one would stay there ” These arejust some of the fears that leave the soft mind hag- 
gard by day and haunted by night 

The soft minded always fears change They get a secunty in the status quo They 
have an almost morbid fear of the new For them, the most pain of all pain i s  the 
pain of a new idea An elderly segregahonist in the south was reported to have said 
a few days ago “I have come to see now that desegregaQon i s  inewtable But I pray 
God that it wll not take place untd I die ” He feared liwng wth the change The soft 
minded person always wants to freeze the moment, and hold life in the gnpping 
yoke of sameness 

Soft mindedness has often invaded the ranks of relipon This is why relipon has 
all too often closed its eyes to new discovenes of truth Through edicts and b+% 
{bulls], inquisihons and excommunicahons, the church has attempted to {prorogue) 
truth and place an impenetrable stone wall in the path of the truth-seeker So, 
many new truths, from the findings of Capernicus and Galileo [Galrlerl to the 
Darwinian theory of evolution, have been rejected by the church with dogmatic 
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passion.* The histoncal-phhe+d {philolopcal] cnhcism of the Bible is looked 
upon by the soft minded as a blasphemous act, and reason is often looked upon as 
the exercise of a corrupt faculty which has no place in religon. The soft minds have 
re-wntten the Beahtudes to read “Blessed are the pure in ignorance for they shall 
see God ’l9 

All of this has lead to the wdespread belief that there is a conflict between sci- 
ence and religon But this isn’t true There may be a conflict between soft minded 
religonists and tough minded scienhsts, but not between science and religon 
Their respective worlds are ddferent and their methods are dissimilar Science 
investigates Religon interprets Science gves man knowledge which is power. 
Religon gves man wsdom which is control. Science deals mainly wth  facts 
Religon deals mainly wth values The two are not nvals They are each other’s com- 
plement Science keeps religon from sinlung into the mores of cnppling {irra- 
honalism) and paralyzing obscuranhsm Relipon prevents science from falling into 
the marsh of obsolete matenalism and moral nihilism 

We do not have to look very far to see the dangers of soft mindedness. We have 
seen its ominous consequences in the modern world Dictator after dictator has 
capitalized on soft mindedness, and lead men to acts of barbanty and terror that are 
unthinkable as exishng (realities} in ciwlized society It came to its most tragc 
expression in Adolph Hitler He realized that soft mindedness was so prevelant 
among his followers that he said on one occasion “I use emohon for the man and 
reserve reason for the few ” In Mein Kamph, he asserted.I0 

Soft mindedness is also one of the basic causes of race prejudice. The tough 
minded always examines the facts before they reach conclusions, in short they post- 
judge The tender minded wll reach a conclusion before they have examined the 
first fact, in short they prejudge, hence they are prejudiced All race prejudice is 
based on fears, suspicions, and misunderstandings that are usually groundless So 
there are those who are soft minded enough to believe that the Negro is inferior by 
nature because of Noah’s curse upon the children of Ham.” There are those who 
are soft minded enough to believe in the supenonty of the white race and the infe- 
nonty of the Negro race in spite of the tough minded research of anthropolopsts 
like Margaret (Mead} and Ruth Benedict revealing the falsity of such a nohon 
There are those who are soft minded enough to argue that racial segregahon 
should be maintained because Negroes lag behind in academic, health and moral 
standards They are not tough minded enough to see that if there are laggng stan- 
dards in the Negro they are themselves the result of segregahon and discnminaaon. 
They are not discerning enough to see that it is both rahonally unsound and socio- 

8 The Polish astronomer Nicolas Copernicus (1473-1543) dlsputed the theory of a geocentnc 
universe 

g Kmg parodies Matthew 5 8 ‘Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God 
10 A summary of a secuon from Man Kumpf was added in the published version -By means of 

shrewd lies, unremithngly repeated, it is possible to make people believe that heaven is hell-and hell, 
heaven The greater the lie, the more readilywll it be believed” (Kmg, Shmgth L o b e ,  p 4), cf Adolf 
Hitler, Mean Kumpf (Boston Houghton Mifflin, 1943). pp 176-186 
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logcally +m+d&e (untenable] to use the tragc effects of segregahon as an argu- 
men t for its conhnuahon All too many polihcians in the south recognize this dis- 
ease of soft mindedness which engulfs their conshtuency, and wth insidious zeal 
they make inflammatory statements and disseminate distorhons and half-truths 
which result in arousing abnormal fears and morbid anhpathies wdxn the minds of 
uneducated and underpnwleged whites, leavlng them in such a state of confusion 
that they are led to acts of meanness and wolence that no normal person would 
commit Little Rock, Arkansas will always remain as a shameful reminder to the 
American people that this nation can sink to deep dungeons of moral degeneracy 
when an irresponsible, power-thirsty head of a state appeals to a constituency that 
is not tough minded enough to see through his malevolent designs.’* 

There is little hope for us in our personal and collechve lives unhl we become 
tough minded enough to break loose from the shackles of prejudice, half-truths, 
and downnght ignorance The h e p  (shape) of the world today does not permit us 
the luxury of soft mindedness A nahon or a ciwlizahon that conhnues to produce 
soft minded men is using an installment plan to purchase its own spintual death 

But we must not stop wth the culhvahon of a tough mind The gospel also 
demands a tender heart Tough mindedness wthout tender heartedness is cold and 
detached It leaves one’s life like a perpetual wnter devoid of the warmth of 
spnng and the gentle heat of summer. There i s  nothing more tragc than to see a 
person who has men to the disciplined heights of tough mindedness and has at the 
same tlme sunk to the passionless depths of hard heartedness 

The hard hearted person never truly loves I s  He only engages in a e e ~  (crass) 
uhlitanan love which sees other people mainly in relahonship to e & e ~  their use- 
fulness to him He never expenences the beauty of fnendship because he is too cold 
to have a€fechon for another and too self-centered to have joy in another’sjoy and 
sorrow in another’s sorrow l 4  So he ends up as an isolated island wth no outpour- 
ing of love to link him wth the mainland of humanity 

The hard hearted person has not the capacity for genuine compassion He is 
unconcerned about the pains and suf€enngs of his brothers He passes by unfortu- 
nate men every day, but he never really sees them He confronts men hungry and 
feeds them not; he passes men naked and clothes them not; he finds men sick and 
visits them If he decides to gwe to a wothwhile chanty, he gves his dollars and 
not his spint He becomes cold, self-centered and heartless. 

The hard hearted indiwdual never sees people as people He sees them only as 
objects and impersonal cogs in some every turning wheel If it is the vast wheel of 
industry, he sees men as hands rather than persons If it is the massive wheel of big 
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i z King refers to the resistance by city and state officials to desegregatlng the schools in Little Rock, 
Arkansas 

i 3 In Kmg’s personal copy of The Lum and fhe Lamb, he underlined the phrase “For when the heart 
becomes hard, we are shut off from love ” He also wrote in the m a r p  next to these words, ‘It shuts 
us off from love” (Kennedy, The Lron and the Lamb, p I 68) 

14  In h s  copy of Kennedy’s book, Kmgwrote, ‘It shuts us off from true fnends” next to a paragraph 
on hardheartedness (Thc Lion and fhe Lamb, p i 68) 

I j Cf Matthew z j  35-36 463 
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city life, he sees men as digts in a muhtude If it is the deadly turning wheel of army 
We, he sees men as numbers in a regment He ends up depersonalizing indiwdual 
Me, and seeing men as little more than useful things l 6  

Jesus told many parables to illustrate the charactenshcs of the hard hearted The 
nch fool was condemned not because he wasn’t tough minded but because he 
wasn’t tender hearted For him, life became an eternal mirror in which he saw 
only himself, and not a wndow through which he saw other selves. Dives went to 
hell not because he was wealthy, but because he was not tender hearted enough to 
see Lazarus He went to hell because he quenched compassion and made no 
attempt to bndge the gulf between himself and his brother 

So Jesus reminds us in a stnlung way that the good life demands combining the 
toughness of the serpent wth the tenderness of the dove To have serpent-like qual- 
ihes (devoid) of dove-like qualihes is to be passionless, mean and selfish To have 
dove-like qualihes wthout serpent-like qualihes is to be senhmental, anemic and 
aimless We must combine in our characters annthesis strongly marked 

This text has a great deal of bearing on our struggle for racial justice. We as 
Negroes must combine tough mindedness and tender heartedness if we are to 
move creahvely toward the goal of freedom and jushce There are those soft 
minded indimduals among us who feel that the only way to deal wth  oppression is 
to adjust to it They follow the way of acquiescence and resign themselves to the fate 
of segregaaon In almost every pilgnmage up freedom’s road some of the 
oppressed prefer to remain oppressed I 9  Almost 2800 years ago Moses set out to 
lead the children of Israel from the slavery of Egypt to the freedom of the Promised 
Land He soon discovered that slaves do not always welcome their deliverers. They 
would rather bear those ills they have, as Shakespeare pointed out, than flee to oth- 
ers that they know not of 2o They prefer the “fleshpots of Egypt” to the ordeals of 
emancipahon But this is not the way out This soft minded acquiescence is the way 
of the coward My fnends, we cannot w n  the respect of the white people of the 
South or the peoples of the world i f w e  are wlling to sell the future of our children 
for our personal and immediate safety and comfort Moreover, we must learn that 
the passive acceptance of an unjust system is to cooperate wth that system, and 
thereby become a participant in its em1 Noncooperation with evil is as much a 
moral obligation as is cooperation with good. 

There are those hard hearted indimduals among us who feel that our only way 
out is to nse up against the opponent wth physical wolence and corroding hatred 
They have allowed themselves to become bitter But this also is not the way out 
Violence often bnngs about momentary results. Nahons have frequently won their 
independence in battle But as I have said to you so many hmes before, in spite of 
temporary wctones, wolence never bnngs permanent peace It creates many more 

16 In the published version ‘He depersonalizes Me” (p 5 )  
17 Luke 12 16-21 

1 8  Luke 16  19-31 
ig In the published version “They prefer to remain oppressed” (p  5) 
20 Shakespeare, Hamlei, act 3, sc I 

464 21 Cf Exodus 163  
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social problems than it solves 22 So I am conwnced that lfwe succumb to the t emp  
tahon of using wolence in our struggle for freedom, unborn genemhons wl1 be the 
recipients of a long and desolate night of bitterness, and our chief legacy to them 
wll be an endless reign of meaningless chaos There is stlll a voice echoing through 
the wsta of hme saylng to every potenhal Peter, “Put up your sword ’m History is clut- 
tered wth the wreckage of natlons that failed to follow this command. 

There is a third way open to us in our quest for freedom, namely, non-wolent 
resistance It is a way that combinds tough mindedness and tender heartedness It 
aaoids the complacency and donothingness of the soft minded and the wolence 
and bitterness of the hard hearted It is tough minded enough to resist evil. It is ten- 
der hearted enough to resist it with love and nonviolence. It seems to me that this 
is the method that must guide our achon in the present cnsis in race relabons 
Through nonwolent resistance we wll be able to me to the noble heights of oppos- 
ing the unjust system while lowng the pertetrators of the system We must work pas- 
sionately and unrelenhngly for full stature as cihzens, but may it never be said, my 
fnends, that we used infenor methods to gain it. We must never come to terms wth 
falsehood, malice, hate or wolence 

I cannot close this monning wthout applyng the meaning of the text to the 
nature of God The greatness of our God lies in the fact that he is both tough 
minded and tender hearted He has qualihes of austenty and qualities of gentle- 
ness The Bible is always clear in stressing both attnbutes of God It expresses his 
tough mindedness in hisjustice and wrath It expresses his tenderheartedness in his 
love and grace So God has two outstretched arms-one that is trong enough to sur- 
round us wthjustice and one that is gentle enough to surround us wth, grace On 
the one hand God is a God ofjushce who punishes Israel for her wayward deeds On 
the other hand he is a forgwng father whose heart is filled wth unutterable joy  
when a prodical son returns home 

I am thankful this morning that we worship a God who is both tough minded and 
tender hearted IfGod were only tough minded he would be a cold passionless despot 
who sits in some far off heaven-“contemplahng all”-as Tennyson puts fft (it) in 
Palace of Art.24 He would be like Anstotle’s “unmoved mover” who was merely self 
knowng, but not  eve^ {other) lowng If God were only tender hearted he would be so 
soft and senhmental that he would be unable to funchon when things go wrong and 
incapable of controlling what he has made He would be like H G Wells’ God in 
The Inwsible Kmg who is a lovable Being strongly desirous of malung a good world, 
but finds himself helpless before the surgng powers of ewl No, God is neither hard 
hearted or soft minded He is tough minded enough to transcend the world He is 
tender hearted enough to be in it He leaves us not alone in our agonies and struggles 
He seeks us in dark places and suffers wth us and for us in our tragc prodigality 
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22 The preceding seven sentences were condensed in the published version “And there are hard- 
hearted and bitter indiwduals among us who would combat the opponent wth physical \iolence and cor- 
roding hatred Violence bnngs only temporary wctones, wolence, by creatlng many more social p r o b  
lems than i t  solves, never bnngs permanent peace” (p  6)  

23 Cf John 18 1 1  

24 Alfred Lord Tennyson, ‘The Palace of Art” ( I  832) 465 
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There are hmes when we need to know that God is a God ofjusace When evil 
forces rise to the throne and slumbenng gants of injushce emerge in the earth, we 
need to know that there is a God of power who can cut them down like the grass, and 
leave them wdw+g wthenne like the green herb 25 When our most fireless efforts 
fail to stop the surgng sweep of some monster of oppression, we need to know that 
there is a God in this universe whose matchless strength is a fit contrast to the sordid 
weakness of man But there are bmes when we need to know that God is a God of 
love and mercy. When we are staggered by the chilly wnds of adversity and battered 
by the ragng storms of disappointment, when through our folly and sin we stray into 
some destructwe far country and are frustrated because of a strange feeling of home- 
sickness, we need to know that there is Someone who loves us, who really cares, who 
understands, and who wll gve us another chance When day grows dark and nights 
grow dreary we can be thankful that our God is not a one-sided, incomplete God, but 
he combines in his nature a creatwe (synthesis) of love andjusbce which can lead us 
through life’s dark valleys into sun-lit pathways of hope and fulfillment 

TADd MLKP-MBU Box 120 

25 Cf Psalm 37 z 

Draft of Chapter 11, 
“Transformed Nonconformist” 
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[Atlanta, Gal  

Ongmally titled “Mental and Spintual Slavq, ” thzs sernwn was composed dunng 
King’s early years asszstzng h s  father at Ebenezer ’ He later mzsed  the sermon and 
gave zt thzs title King mazntazns that the church S sanction of social m,zLs such as 
race dzsnmznation and economu explottation demonstrates that zt has ‘‘more o f t a  
c o n f m d  to the authority of the wwld than to the authaty of God ”He chastzses the 
churrh ’s tendency to retreat “behind the zsolated secunty of stained glass wzndows ” 
and rebukes minsters who have ‘fjozned the entzczng cult of confmzty ”In contrast, 
King prases ‘Yhe early Chnstzans” as “nonconfmsts in the t m t  sense’’ but warns 
that “nmcmfmzty LS always costly ’’ and “may mean losing ajob It may mean 
having to answer to your szvyear old daughter when she asks, DaaZy, why do you 
have to go tojazl so much ”’ 

1 Kmg’s announced sermon topic at Ebenezer on 7 September i g j z  was “Mental and Spintual Slav- 
ery“ (“Rev Kmg, Jr Will Deliver Last Summer Sermon Sun ,“ AtlanfuDuiZy Wurld, 6 September 1952) He 
also delivered “Mental and Spintual Slavery” at Dexter in May 1954 (pp 167- 170 in this volume) 

466 z “Transformed Nonconformist,” November 1954, pp 195- 198 in this volume 
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